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(Maryland)- Councilwoman Helen Holton distributing sack packs to students of Baltimore Public Schools on 9/17/15.
(New Jersey)- Senator Diane Allen passes out sack packs to kindergarten, first grade, and second grade students attending Elias Boudinot School in Burlington City on 9/17/15.

(New Jersey)- Senator Diane Allen distributing 175 sack packs to preschool and kindergarten students at schools in Palmyra and Beverly City also on 9/17/15.
(Florida) Representative Gayle Harrell dispersing sack packs at Indian Town Middle School on 9/3/15.


(New Jersey) Freeholder Serena DiMaso handing out sack packs on 10/19/15.

(Minnesota)- Senator Carrie Ruud at Crosslake Charter School on 10/21/15 distributing 150 backpacks.
Senator Geraldine Thompson dispersing 150 backpacks at three different educational facilities on 9/24/15.

Senator Thompson with students from Youth Central, Inc.

Senator Thompson with students from New Image Youth Center.

Senator Thompson with students from Parramore Kidz Zone.
(Michigan) - Commissioner Irma Clark-Coleman giving out 75 bags at the Backpack Giveaway at God Land Unity Church on 8/30/15.
(Illinois)- Representative Barbara Wheeler contributes 300 backpacks at the Fraternite of Notre Dame on 10/22/15.
(North Dakota)- Representative Kylie Oversen donating 60 backpacks to the University Children’s Center preschool program on 9/8/15.
(Virginia)- Councilwoman Amelia Ross Hammond donates 300 backpacks to Seatack Elementary, an Achievable Dream Academy on 9/10/15.

Councilwoman Ross Hammond with first, second, and third grade students.

Councilwoman Ross Hammond with students, Principal Vincent Darby, and Director of Operations Chris Middleton.
(Alabama)- Representative Barbara Boyd giving 300 backpacks to various organizations on 11/5/15.
(Nebraska)- Supervisor Doris Karloff distributing backpacks in Saunders County in October 2015.
(Massachusetts)- Representative Gloria Fox, along with the Massachusetts Caucus of Women Legislators, donating backpacks on 10/8/15.
(Michigan)- Commissioner Martha Scott with students and their new backpacks at Highland Park Renaissance Academy on 11/19/15.
(Minnesota) - Senator Mary Kiffmeyer at the Elk River YMCA on 10/19/15.
(Maine)- Representative Patricia Hymanson at Willard Elementary School and Carl J. Lamb School on 10/20/15.
(Missouri)- Representative Rochelle Walton Gray donating 50 backpacks to students on 10/15/15.
(North Carolina) - Representative Rosa Gill at Monroe Avenue Elementary on 9/14/15.
(Mississippi)- Senator Sally Doty with elementary school students on 10/20/15.
(North Dakota)- Representative Gail Mooney with students from four elementary schools on 11/9/15.

(Delaware)- Representative Helene Keeley was thanked by these students for her backpack donation.
(Georgia) - Representative Sharon Beasley Teague at the Kidds Dance Project Backpack Drive on 11/11/15.
(Arkansas)- Senator Linda Collins-Smith gets a hug after presenting back packs to students at STARS Academy in Batesville on 10/19/15.
(Arkansas)- Senator Linda Collins-Smith with the four-year-old class at Bright Beginnings Early Development in Batesville on 10/19/15.